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Summary

The report presents the results of the research on the institutions of social dialogue and of tripartite relations in Estonia. The research was conducted in summer and autumn 2005. The research focused on the role of the government and of social partners in the Social and Economic Council and the tripartite negotiations as the main institutions of social dialogue in Estonia. The role and influence of the government in the Social and Economic Council and tripartite negotiations as well as the entire social dialogue was of particular interest. In order to get the deeper insight into functioning of the Council and the roles of the social partners within it, three issues were selected as particular examples of tripartite relations in Estonia: (1) the debates over the adoption of the new Labour Code (e.g. Employment Contract Act) (1989-2005); (2) the debate concerning the negotiations over the minimum wage level in the national tripartite negotiations’ rounds (1993-2005); (3) the specific of drafting the Estonian National Action Plan for Employment (2000-2005). The cases presented give a systemic rather than particular overview of the functioning of tripartite and social relations in Estonia as well as draw upon the concrete particularities of developing ‘good governance’ in Estonia.

The research used in-depth semi-structured interviews with major actors of tripartite arena and monitored the media debate concerning tripartite and social dialogue issues. The research was heavily supported and cross-referenced to the available academic and official analytic materials such as articles and reports concerning Estonia and Central and Eastern European countries in general.

The report begins with the presentation of the hypotheses and methodology as well as with a definition of authors’ understanding of governance paradigm and, in particular, the criteria of ‘good governance’ as a measurement stick of social dialogue and tripartite relations. The middle part of the report analysis in-depth three basic building blocks of tripartite relations in Estonia: the formal-legal background, the state and organization of social partners and the overall structure of tripartite relations. The concluding part presents three specific cases of tripartite relations in Estonia and further analytically draws upon the issues of legitimacy, efficiency, accountability and transparency in Estonian tripartite relations.
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Introduction

Current report presents the analysis of social dialogue and, in particular, of tripartite relations between the government, the employers’ and employees’ organizations in Estonia in the last 15 years. The report also analyses the role and functioning of formal arenas of tripartite negotiations such as the Social and Economic Council of Estonia.

There is a number of hypotheses that guide current report and are a basis for conclusions. We presume that soviet past of transition countries in CEE has a major effect on shaping of social dialogue through mentality, administrative culture and procedures. In particular, we presume that socialist legacy conditions the superficial way that social dialogue is introduced in the political way and that this hinders the real decision-making powers of social dialogue arenas.

We presume that the results of introduction of new governance methods in transition countries will manifest themselves in a longer perspective, since there is a conflict or misunderstanding of the goals, problems, structures and processes introduced by the liberal-democratic practice as one of its varieties and the deeply rooted socialist practice and way of thinking.

We presume that mere copying of Western models would only provoke incompatibility of new and existing societal and political structures as well as bring forward the weaknesses of transition state organization such as the lack or weak decision-making transparency and other political processes, lack or insufficient accountability of political actors vis-à-vis the society, unclear competences of government and the lack of formal rules purporting to the social dialogue organization and especially obligations of actors involved in the dialogue. The exact way that new modes of governance are introduced should be country specific accounting for the circumstances, cultures, traditions, political system etc.

On the other hand, although formally the introduction of new modes of governance or in our case the establishment and design of reforms of social dialogue can be assessed as satisfactory, new modes of governance fail to solve social and political problems and effectively tackle the delivery of public policies since their goal is transposition of Western best practices and not resolution of social problems as such.

In many respect the EU and other international bodies have had a very positive effect on the introduction of new forms of governance in transition countries. However, we presume that in many instances this conditionality set by external pressure leads to merely pro forma introduction of the basic elements of new modes of governance. New modes of governance often have contradictory goals to other public policies’ goals and find themselves in a minor position, when in comes to choosing between contradictory goals. For instance, social dialogue is a lengthy resource-dependent process. In this way introduction of social dialogue practices is contradictory to the widespread postulate of cost-effectiveness as part of administrative reform. As a result the government and parties might be interested in developing only those elements of social dialogue, which provide immediate measurable results such as electoral support of trade unions’ and support of business corporation during policy-making.

Overall, many of the factors of social dialogue and new modes of governance that have been raised hint to and steam from the state of transition of CEE countries. In general, we presume that political processes and political system at large still lack a fundamental basis and suffer from radical interpretation of democratic and market values as well as from instability. For instance, in parliamentary systems the role of political parties is overemphasized and parties tend to be unwilling to share their power with social partners. Also, the rapid change from state controlled to free market and yet unclear separation of competences between the market and the government might have propelled people’s unconditional belief in the absolute power
of self-regulation and neglect of market failure, which could be termed as ‘market mantra’. We presume that these exemplary problems have had a serious negative effect on the development of social dialogue in Estonia.

These hypotheses will be tested and investigated in the following report. We will attempt to see to whether and to what extent they are correct in the case of Estonian social dialogue.

**Methodology and scope of research**

Current section will describe in brief the method of research: first, there will be a description of factual and analytical materials as well as of the field method used in the research; second, the section will draw upon the theoretical approach used in the research, namely governance and its connection to the topic of social dialogue and tripartite relations.

**Field research**

The field research conducted in September-October 2005 contained seven semi-structured interviews with major actors of social dialogue in Estonia: heads of trade unions associations, chief of employers association and former and current government officials. The choice of interviewees triangulates the whole range of different and often controversial opinions and views on social dialogue. By comparing and opposing these controversial opinions it was possible to deduct common concerns as well as to recreate an objective (to a certain degree) picture of the process of dialogue. Since social dialogue is developed almost unexceptionally at the national level and since within the social partners and on the part of the government there is a very strong focus on personalities, the interviewees have been chosen among those who participated in social dialogue and headed the participating organizations.

Due to very low institutionalisation of social dialogue there are very few documents concerning the state and progress of social dialogue available. Current research relied mainly on the analyses made by Estonian and foreign experts concerning both social dialogue and employment policy issues. Among the official documents used is only national legislation on trade unions, collective agreements, labour dispute and the employment policy. The analysis also concerned tri- and bipartite agreements between trade unions, employers and the government.

**Governance and social dialogue**

Within the current project we look at the problems of implementation of the new modes of governance in the democracies of Central and Eastern Europe. Methodologically, before departing onto research it would be correct to set the definitions of what governance is, whether and how it is applied in Central and Eastern European countries and how do we associate it to the tripartite relations and social dialogue in general. In current section we will set the criteria, which use to evaluate social dialogue in the perspective of governance approach.

In our understanding there is hardly any definition of governance. It is rather defined negatively as a reaction to the inefficiencies of the traditional hierarchic, top-down public policy-making approach. Therefore governance was proposed to be applied where government fails:

> Overall, “governance should be applied there, where unilateral, centralized and top-down government action (provision of public goods) is no longer
possible or is less efficient than broader, more involving forms of governance\(^1\).

What are the criteria of governance? Governance means wide involvement of societal actors in the process of policy-making. Government becomes not the leading but only one among many participants of the policy-process, who are actually shaping the policies:

“Governance refers to the formal and factual capability of public or private actors to define the content of public goods and to shape the social, economic and political processes by which these gods are provided”\(^2\).

Social dialogue is an exemplary case of such wider involvement of societal interests into policy-making.

What guarantees the ‘factual capability’ of social actors to shape public policies? First of all, naturally the willingness of government to share some of its policy-making power with social partners. Often even if government acts ineffectively it prefers to continue regulating a field instead of involving social partners\(^3\).

Another criteria is legitimacy. Governance should also be applied there, where government approach does not any more benefit of the necessary legitimacy among the population and major social actors. To provide compliance and approval to policies, wider involvement has to be initiated. In relations between partners legitimacy means trust and willingness to cooperate, which will guarantee that organizations see each other as legitimate counterparts.

On the part of social partners one of the important elements here is their representativity:

“Membership in unions matters since (1) it gives weight to unions during bi- and tri-partite negotiations and (2) it implies the level of support of unions’ activities by their members and, to some extent, the overall image in the society of unions as democratically run institutions”\(^4\).

The arena of policy-making must as well represent a legitimate decision-making body. This is achieved through formal institutionalisation process of the arena and its procedures in laws either through tripartite or some wider consensus on the issue.

In terms of policy process higher legitimacy is achieved through continuity and stability of the process – people inside and outside of the arena get used to its existence and role in tackling social problems.

Accountability is the next criteria relevant for current study. Accountability is about external and internal responsibility of its participants. Inside of the arena, between partners accountability means responsibility before partners in carrying on own obligations. Externally the government is politically accountable before the legislature and employers with employees are accountable before their own members. All of the members are also accountable in a less formalized, concrete way before the general public. What is important here in particular is the instrument of monitoring over the compliance of social partners to the rules of tripartite arena and the quality of communication between partners.

---

1 Knill C., *op. cit.*: 353.
2 Knill C., *op. cit.*: 356.
3 Knill C., *op. cit.*
In terms of transparency of social dialogue, what is important is to guarantee clear procedures inside of the tripartite arena: entry and exit, decision-making procedure, veto powers of all actors etc. The more transparent the procedures the easier it is to achieve consensus. One of the widely acknowledge problems is the unwillingness of the government to ensure transparency of its actions since it demands efforts on the part of the government because of the complexity of its internal processing.

Further we shall analyse how these criteria are met in Estonia social dialogue. In the conclusive part we will come back to these criteria to sum up on the specifics of introduction of new modes of governance at the example of tripartite relations.

**Part I: Tripartite relations in Estonia**

**Definitions and general remarks**

In current section a brief description of the general structure and main procedure of social dialogue as well as of bi- and tripartite relations will be described. Social dialogue refers to relations between the state and organizations representing the interests of private businesses or general social and humanitarian interests, whereby the objective of these relations is collective formulation, planning, decision-making and implementation of public policies and of delivery of public goods. Bi- and tripartite relations refer to a concrete form of social dialogue between trade unions and/or employers associations and/or the government. An institutionalised form of tripartite relations such as the Social and Economic Committee will be referred to by its proper name.

Tripartite relations in Estonia are very weakly institutionalised. The formal institution that is supposed to be an arena of tripartite relations – the Social and Economic Council, is in fact a mere forum of discussion with no decision-making or even initiation power whatsoever. Most of bi- and tripartite pacts and decisions were taken outside of this institution in formally non-institutionalised arenas of decision-making based on a spontaneous request of either of three partners. This is why we shall not in the following sections focus on the Social and Economic Council and rather analyse in detail the less institutionalised, but more effective bi- and tripartite negotiations.

**Formal-legal framework of the social dialogue**

In Estonia there are about 10 or a dozen of laws that serve as a legal framework for social dialogue. None of those acts directly serves to define social dialogue or one of its forms such as bi- and tripartite negotiations. Four laws – Employment Contracts Act, Trade Unions Act, Collective Agreements Act and Collective Disputes Resolution Act – set the most important formal elements of social dialogue.

The first version of the Employment Contracts Act was adopted in 1992 and has since been minorly redrafted several dozens of times. It sets the general conditions of establishment and termination of employment relations. It is the cornerstone of labour relations in Estonia and the major reference point. The critics of the Act fairly enough indicate that the Act needs serious amendments since it embodies to a large degree a soviet-time vision of labour relations. The initial 1992 version of the Act is heavily reliant on the previous soviet Employment Act, which is witnessed by many similarities. Also, the critics emphasize an exceptional detail of the Act, which they evaluate as interference in issues, which could be self-regulated through collective agreements between employers and employees. To some extent this detail of the Act is reasonable since in the absence of developed dialogue between employers and employ-
ees it thus provides for certain level of social protection of workers (such as healthcare, working environment, vacation and leisure time regulation etc.), which also has been subject of employers attacks on the Act.

The Trade Unions Act was enacted very lately – only in 2000. Since then it has been amended only once in 2002. It contains basic provisions and definitions concerning the establishment and functioning of trade unions. Unlike Employment Contracts Act Trade Unions Act is very vague and too general. Trade unions are not defined as a specific legal category of institutions but as part of the NGO legislation (instead of paragraphs the Act uses references to NGO legislation). For eleven years since 1989 trade union activity has been regulated by the 1989 act of the Estonian Supreme Council (a soviet institution, which at the time proclaimed its autonomy from the communist party in Moscow) concerning trade unions. As with the Employment Contracts Act the similarity of the two laws is quite high.

The Collective Agreements Act has first been enacted in 1993, redrafted in 2000 and 2002. Among all the normative acts mentioned it comes most closely to treating social dialogue issues. The Act sets the notion of collective negotiations and agreements, it defines the system of collective relations and goes as far as prescribing sanctions to those partners neglecting their collective obligations. However, the Act does not consciously motivate or instigate the conclusion of collective agreements, although it is clear that the creators of the Act wanted to show their appreciation and recognition of the social significance of collective relations.

Similarly to Collective Agreements Act the Collective Disputes Resolution Act was conceived in 1993. It went through several amendment cycles in 1996, 1998 and 2002. It defines the notion, types and condition of striking in Estonia. This striking regulation is considered to be one of the major achievements of Estonian social dialogue that differentiates it from other CEE countries. The Act defines in detail what kind of strikes, related to what issues, for how much time and with what kind of pre-notification time can strikes take place. This detail irritates employers, who believe it is a matter of collective agreements on branch and enterprise level and not of national legislation. However, similarly to the Employment Contracts Act this detail is to a certain degree relate to the attempt of the law-makers to protect strikers.

In sum, the analysed and other legal acts the field of labour regulation set the sufficient formal-legal framework for the functioning of social dialogue. The problem is that it does not seem sufficient for effective social dialogue. For instance, the acts do not instigate or motivate collective agreements and relations, although the overall trend in Estonian politics and in the acts themselves is larger reliance on collective agreements as a source of regulation. This contradiction has already lead social dialogue to a certain stalemate.

Secondly, most of the acts analysed have their roots either in the respective legislation of soviet Estonia or are drafted only several years after independence, which is a too short time for some drastic changes in legal practice and political culture and thinking. As we have noted many acts bare wide and deep similarities to respective soviet acts. What characterizes soviet labour legislation is that it existed pro forma – the bulk of labour relations were regulated through party control and direction.

Thirdly, the role of the government in labour relations, in particular in collective relations, is almost absent. The government seems to have drawn itself from the social dialogue and left it to self-regulation. The only role it foresees for itself is providing minimal standards of social security of workers, which does not not at all have to be beneficial to or in some sense is even blocking the social dialogue. It is safe to say that in general legislators’ conception of social

---

5 Nestor, October 2005.
dialogue and of the role of the government in it is minimalist. On the other hand, where it does intervene it does so in a top-down directive manner. Such an approach is not at all justified in a transition environment with weak social partners, badly organized social relation and low level of social protection: government might play a bigger and more balanced role.

Fourthly, overall the acts are quite vague and imprecise apart from elements of social protection. Also, as in the case of Trade Unions Act social dialogue is not considered as a separate legal notion but as part of other legal frameworks. These generalizations hint to the fact that, although the legislation widely respects the requirements to social dialogue of the International Labour Organization, of the EU and other international organizations, in reality social dialogue is not considered as a separate social phenomenon and political mode of decision-making with its own underlining problematic, but as part of the already established market logic. E.g. even if these legislative acts refer to social dialogue, they do so only pro forma or in a very minimalist way.

Social Partners

National Trade Union Organizations

Trade unions in the Soviet period

During the Soviet period trade unions’ role was restricted to technical mediation of relations between the Communist party (which regulated the field) and workers (who were mere decision-takers): trade unions were an executive or implementation agency of the Communist party in the field of employment policy and to some extent also ensured communist party control (over productivity, morale, discipline etc.) in enterprises. In addition, trade unions were entrusted the distribution and management of social security and welfare funds provided by the state. At the end of 1980s the disturbances in the Soviet regime touched the trade unions as well, which aimed to achieve autonomy from the state and restrict their social function to worker representation only. The first major step was leaving the central association of trade unions controlled by the Communist party.

In the early 1990 trade unions have set three major functions for their own operations:

- To represent the interests of member-workers within tripartite negotiations and collective talks with the government and employers;
- To actively participate in decision-making concerning the employment policy;
- To consult, assist and train workers in the field of labour movement, labour law and policy.

The evolution of trade unions in Estonia away from the socialist model has begun in the late 1980s. At the time trade unions have decided to reduce their realm of responsibility by renouncing the task of distribution of social benefits (thereby leaving the system of social security) and ceased to play their role as government executive agency. The separation of trade unions from the government was the main motivation of these reforms. Further the trade unions have also separated from the Soviet-based central trade unions’ organization and have created one of their own based on voluntary membership. From now on the role of autono-

---

7 Eamets P., Philips K., op. cit.: 62.
mous trade unions was representation of workers’ interests before the government, entrepreneurs and in collective negotiations and tripartite talks\(^8\).

In sum, the anti-communist revolution in trade unionism has formally been quite successful: unions are autonomous, voluntary, democratic etc. organizations. However, as we have seen some of the heads of trade unions associations in Estonia (TALO (Estonian Professional Employees’ Unions Association) and Trade Union of Education Employees, but not leaders of EAKL (Estonian Trade Unions)) have been active in trade union movement already during soviet-times and/or represent an older, soviet-time generation. Therefore, at least in principle, these people are bearers of quite different values, if not at all different views on how a trade union is ought to function.

Second, during the interviews these same people (but once again not the leader of EAKL, who shows a lot more of understanding of democratic and market logic) manifested open pro-stato-centrism in tripartite relations and open hostility towards employers organizations. This serves as an indirect indication that their conception of labour relations at least comes close to, if not at all striving toward the soviet trade union model with active direction of trade unions from the state.

**Evolution of trade unions during transition**

Trade union movement in Estonia is quite weak. First, it is poorly representative since most of workers are not members of trade unions\(^9\). Not only representation of trade unions is low it is also rapidly decreasing in the last years: since 1996 to 2000 the proportion of labour force involved in trade unions has decreased from 30% to 20%, whereby it was almost 100% during the Soviet period\(^10\). Some alternative studies\(^11\) suggest that the level of membership in 1996 was 21% and in 1998 it dropped to 12%. Overall, the average measure could be evaluated on the level of about 15% of the entire labour force, which is still very low (see Table 1).

**Table 1. The shape of trade union members among salaried workers 1998-2001 (%)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>According to labour force survey</td>
<td>16.9</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>According to Antila et al. 1999, 2003</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>According to the estimation of central organizations of unions (EAKL)</td>
<td>19.1</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>18.9</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Secondly, since the membership is quite low, financial resources available to trade unions and also the amount of expertise – experts capable of effectively participating in the policy-

---

making or negotiations – is limited. Thus, the government, which disposes of much more information and human resources, is in a privileged position in comparison to trade unions 12.

This decreasing trend is seen to be caused, **first of all**, by the radical change of regime and, thus, mentalities, which were moving away from everything soviet-like at the beginning of 1990s. Since trade unions were one of the executive agencies of the Soviet power, their image was quite negative at the beginning of transition in the early 1990s 13. This negative image also has had an impact on business culture, which sees trade unions as an obstacle to the development of market opportunities and of their businesses. **Second**, trade unions are much more likely to emerge and be more active on bigger enterprises – factories, production centres – which were declining in numbers due to the growth of small and medium enterprises and to the decomposition of Soviet industrial market and, thus, of industrial sector. However, the emergence of trade unions in small and medium size enterprises is much less likely, since it demands more infrastructural investments.

During 1990s and till today there are two central trade unions’ associations in Estonia – Association of Estonian Trade Unions (EAKL) and Estonian Professional Employees’ Unions Association (TALO). EAKL as a single central association was created in 1990, but since then in 1992 TALO, which represents people working in education, research and academic teaching, and culture has split from EAKL to represent workers on its own. Broadly speaking, EAKL represents the blue-collars, while TALO represents the white-collars 14.

In 1999 TALO had 50 000 members in 10 different sectors, among which the biggest are those representing teachers (Trade Union of Education Employees), engineers (Trade Union of Engineers) and workers in the field of culture (Trade Union of Culture Employees) 15. By 2003 TALO counted already as much as 37 000 members from 12 branches and by the 1 January 2005 – 30 000 members. Currently the biggest representation in TALO holds the Teachers union, which accounts for about 80% of its members 16.

EAKL, on the other hand, counted about 70 000 members from 25 different trade unions and the number did not change till 2003, except that EAKL now represented only 23 trade unions. Among the trade unions that EAKL represents currently the most known and influential are trade unions representing metal, transport, forestry and energy sectors 17. EAKL has 6 regional representations located in the main territorial, urban or industrial centres. Their main objective is to promote the ongoing work of EAKL, to relate to its member unions and to support the creation of new unions 18.

One of the interviewees has proposed a very pessimistic picture of membership of trade unions: TALO estimates were 3-4% and EAKL represents about 8-10% 19.

There are also trade unions not represented in any of the central bodies such as the doctors’ union. Banking and construction sectors, where foreign capital is highly represented, almost do not have any trade unions 20. Trade unions in Estonia are too few to also be split according to some ideological cleavages: they are, so to speak, catch-all trade unions. Among EAKL

---

12 Kallaste E., op. cit.: 6, 17.
13 Eamets R., Philips K., Annus T., op. cit.: 110.
14 Kallaste E., op. cit.: 6.
15 Eamets R., Philips K., Annus T., op. cit.: 110.
16 Kallaste E., op. cit.: 6; www.talo.ee.
18 www.eakl.ee.
19 Roosimaa, October 2005.
20 Kallaste E., op. cit.: 7.
and TALO members many different ideologies are believed in, but organizations as whole have not subscribed to any particular of them. The mission of these unions is to represent the interests of their members unconditioned by the ideological colouring of these interests\textsuperscript{21}.

Unlike trade unions of the Western European continental tradition, Estonian trade unions are not differentiated based on ideological grounds: the same trade union represents members who are supporters of the left- and of the right-wing parties. There are different assessments of the involvement of trade unions with political parties. For instance, judging from the fact that the former head of EAKL Mrs. Kadi Pärnist has joined the Social-Democratic party of Estonia, we could suggest that EAKL is closely tied at least with this party through its former representatives\textsuperscript{22}. However, firstly, another trade unions association TALO has no such connection and, secondly, these three separate cases and connection to only one party hardly reflect the situation in the system.

Partly because trade unions \textit{per se} are seen as a soviet-time institution and partly because trade union movement is seen as a leftist phenomenon, trade unions and government relation is strained also on ideological grounds.

In sum, trade unions in Estonia are weak in terms of low representativity, insufficient analytical and financial resources, in terms of their capacity to mobilize workers etc. This weakness among other things is explained by the crisis in trade unionism brought about by transition manifesting in trade unions low image (socialist legacy) and demise of trade unionism in small- and medium-size enterprises. Trade unions are ideologically neutral organizations and have very weak contacts to parties, which is also one of their weaknesses. Trade unions and their associations almost have very few and small regional representations and are underdeveloped at branch level due to their weak mobilization capacity. On the level of trade union associations the structure is quite centralized – there are only two associations, which represent clearly divided target groups. On the one hand, this allows for more effectiveness in negotiations (one negotiates only with the government, another mostly with employers’ association). On the other hand, this might pose problems in terms of pluralist interest representation, e.g. some trade unions, who wish to enter the negotiations arenas, but can’t. however, so far there are no trade unions marginalized in this way.

\textbf{National Employers Organizations}

In Estonia there is a clear separation between employers and business organizations. Business is represented by the Chamber of Commerce and Industry, which often leads negotiations with the government concerning corporate and economic policy. The clear separation between employers’ organizations and business organization stresses the fact that these two issues are not connected, e.g. that employment problems are not part of business agenda. The explanation might be that, while social dialogue demands a long-run agenda and attention, business is not yet ready for that and considers these issues only in the short-run perspective\textsuperscript{23}.

In 1997 the Estonian Association of Employers and Industry (ETTK) has been created to promote the interests of employees and entrepreneurs in tripartite negotiations, collective talks and coordination of the labour market to achieve better competitiveness and social stability.

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item Kallaste E., \textit{op. cit.}: 7.
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
Two separate representative organs were at the source of this association: the Estonian Association of Employees and Industry (created in 1991 under the name of the Estonian Association of Industry (ETKEL) and renamed in 1995) and Estonian Association of Employees’ Unions (ETÜKL) (created in 1995). Since 1992 until the creation of ETTK the role of employers’ representative in Estonian tripartite relations was played by ETKEL. ETÜKL appeared only latter based on the need to separately represent employers of the tertiary sphere – services. In 1997 ETKEL and ETÜKL merged to create ETTK.

ETTK is an NGO gathering entrepreneurs and employees from the secondary and tertiary sectors. At the end of 1999 ETTK united about 36 employees’ unions and 22 separate enterprises, which in total made about 6000 enterprises with 200 000 workers. Current estimations of membership depend on source. ETTK itself states that it represents 29 branch associations and 34 separate enterprises accounting for about 35% of the labour force (150 000 people). Another estimation is less optimistic: 20% of the labour force (i.e. 125 000 people) with 30 branches and 33 enterprises. On the regional level ETTK has a representation only in the North-Eastern heavily industrialized region of Ida-Virumaa. Other business associations, which also have a stake in the labour market and policy and, certainly, have influence on the ETTK, but which do not participate in the bi- or trilateral negotiations are the Estonian Chamber of Commerce and Industry (which deals with vocational education), Estonian Association of Small and Medium size Enterprises and Estonian Business Association.

In sum, employers’ organizations are weakly representative, but apparently dispose of more financial and expert resources than trade unions. Their regional representation is underdeveloped and branch-based unions are almost absent. The separation of business’ and employers’ interest representation leads to low interest of firms in participation in employers’ association activities. E.g. although business interests are reasonably well organized, employers interests are considered to be secondary, since they are treated as something inevitable, but not business-related. One of the interviewees said that businesses started to think as employers only when trade unions made first beneficial deals with the government without employers participation. Therefore, based on this assumption we could state that the more active trade unions, the more active will employers be and the more social dialogue will progress.

**Overall structure of tripartite relations in Estonia**

Tripartite relations consist of several layers: first and most important, the tripartite negotiations; second, the tripartite boards and councils within or related to public agencies. Regional tripartite relations are a separate issue since there is a strong exogenous motivation to develop them (as part of EU regionalization framework), but endogenously the motivation and capacity of social partners on regional level are very limited.

**Section 1: Tripartite negotiations**

Tripartite negotiations are the basic form of relations between the government, employees’ and employers associations. On the national level they take place regularly and can be summoned ad hoc on the request of one of the partners. Participation in meetings is voluntary,
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most of them are initiated by trade unions. In 1999 the government made one of its few initia-
tives to discuss the establishment of regional tripartite employment councils.28

The number of people taking part in tripartite negotiations is not re. The only condition is that
delinations be modified on parity basis. On the employees’ side both EAKL and TALO are
present. TALO is much less active in the negotiations since its members are in most cases
public sector-related, thus leaving more scope for bilateral negotiations with the government.
The government is represented by an inter-ministerial government commission run by the
Ministry of Social Affairs (MSA), which holds the portfolio of employment policy. The
government commission consists of representatives of ministries concerned: e.g. Social, Fi-
nance, Economy, Interior, and the Public Employment Office, which is the main implement-
ing body of employment policy. Although the significance that tripartite negotiations play for
all three parties is recognized, the commission does not hold a decision-making right and all
agreements have to be voted in the Council of Ministers.30

The first trilateral agreement was signed on 7th April 1992 and concerned the foundations of
social guarantees in employment. The beginning of 1990s was marked by deep economic cri-
sis and the 1992 agreement was called to resolve problems of devaluing salaries, arrange
social guarantees for workers, provide for minimum wage etc. Since the inflation, desegrega-
tion of the industrial sector and other negativisms of the early years of transition have only
speed up bringing more distortion to the employment market, the 1993 agreement was mostly
about measures and procedures of arriving to an agreement. Expert commissions were
formed, analysis ordered, intentions declared and legislation planned.

In both agreements the aim was also to introduce the basic values, standards and procedures
to the employment market (such as health and social security, 40-hour workweek, adaptation
of salaries according to inflation and setting the minimum wage. It is worth noting that all
three partners from the beginning of tripartite relations were actively using notions of social
dialogue, social peace, social agreement and involvement. This indicates that between 1990
and 1992 an abrupt and definitive disruption was introduced between socialist-type trade un-
ions and democratic trade unions movements. For instance, as early as in 1993, when for the
first time serious controversies arose between three partners, an agreement has been signed
between EAKL and the government concerning the procedures and rules of tripartite negotia-
tions based on the ILO 144 convention, which sets the framework for trilateral cooperation in
employment field.31 At the same time, as we shall see later in the analysis of socialist legacies
in the tripartite relations, it does not mean that current setting managed to totally avoid the
influence of socialist mentalities and remnants of its institutional structure.

In 1994 there was no tripartite agreement since negotiations were on hold since the end of
1993. The issue at stake concerned the minimum wage and of the poverty limit. The govern-
ment was reluctant to increase these indicators, partly because of promises made to IMF not
to increase these indicators and EAKL saw no alternative but to cease negotiations between
delations. At the same time, negotiations continued between three partners experts and by
the end of 1994 delegations continued with negotiations due as well to the arrival of the new
government coalition.33 In the same year the minimum wage level was set by a bilateral
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agreement between EAKL and ETTK\textsuperscript{34}. This fact is quite significant since it implies institutional relations on the labour market can be practices without the involvement of the state.

Since then the major topic of tripartite negotiations was the minimum wage. Moreover, partners discussed such issues as unemployment benefits, tax-free income, social insurance.

The watershed year was 1996, when trilateral agreement did not only include such issues as the minimum wage, but also focused on the promotion of values and practice or participative democracy both in business organizations and, at large, in government policy-making open to participation of social partners.

Overall, ‘in the last years of the decade the dialogue has been more balanced and productive, agreements with wider and renewed content have been born’\textsuperscript{35}.

Since 1996 the list of topics covered by tripartite agreements have focused more on arranging the system of social dialogue in addition to traditional agreements on minimum wage and level of earnings with tax exemption. This could serve as a proof of certain progress towards better social dialogue. On the other hand, although the topics are quite optimistic showing progress, the text of agreements often is too vague and rather resembling a gathering of slogans than concrete obligations or action plan. A typical answer of all interviewees when asked to explain these slogan-like agreements is that one of the partners was simply not ready to go further. All partners realize the need for progress in social dialogue, but the government and especially employers are often unwilling to take concrete steps towards this progress.

In the 1996 tripartite agreement for the first time partners spoke of institutionalising tripartite negotiations. Instead the Social and Economic Council has been created, which is far weaker in its decision-making powers than ‘unorganised’ tripartite negotiations.

In the beginning of 2000s another important theme has increasingly drawn attention of tripartite arena: reform of social security and reform of vocational training. In the case of the social reform there were some substantial achievements. The reform mostly consisted in the introduction of three-level pension system, which would decentralize the management of pension fund to private sphere. Although the base level of social tax remained the same the system from 2003 was devised into three ‘steps’: first, the basic pension provided by employers, second – the individual pension dependent on the amount of earning and paid in common by employer and the worker, third – alternative and voluntary pension scheme. The entire fund is held in banks’ investment portfolios and secured by the government.

In January 2002 the tripartite agreement was concluded concerning employment policy. It was a comprehensive plan of development of employment measures aimed at developing training and education facilities in the employment market and raising the competitiveness of Estonian businesses. In all projects social partners were given a significant role and most of projects were covered by substantial resources from state budget. This agreement was the first in its kind because, first, it focused on the broad development of the employment market; second, it specified a number of concrete measure and planned financial resources behind these measures; and, finally, it was the first strategic framework with concrete action plan and financial schemes of broad cooperation between social partners and the government.

In both cases – of pension reform and of vocational training reform – the involvement of social partners was very significant and these are the most outstanding cases for the practice of
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social dialogue\textsuperscript{36}. Also, based on these cases we can suggest that by the beginning of 2000s the progress in social dialogue has reached such a level, where social partners are capable of jointly undertaking large-scale reforms and also, where government in general values consultation with social partners in major issues such as reforms.

Although during negotiations only fifth of all employees and employers are represented by EAKL, TALO and ETTK, many agreements are widened to the entire labour market. On the other hand, agreements, which are not so much sensitive or have a too broad and time-dispersed impact are not always very effective. The problem is that the tripartite forum is not binding. It is based on free will of each partner to participate, negotiate, achieve agreement and implement the agreement. Situation, where one partner was perceived as not meeting the conditions of an agreement have taken place at least twice in the last 15 years. In 1994 EAKL accused the government of not meeting its financial obligations in respect of plans to provide a certain level of social guarantees. It withdrew from all tripartite forums and concluded a bilateral agreement concerning minimum wage level with the employers’ association (Estonian Employers’ and Industry Association)\textsuperscript{37}. In 2002 a tripartite agreement on general employment policy has been concluded implying extensive financial obligations mainly for the government. Some time latter EAKL raised the voice that the government did not fulfill its obligations and drew out of all tripartite forums. The significance of this act is, in principle, high, since the law prohibits the conduct of labour disputes and conclusion of collective agreements without the presence of at least one of the side (employees or employers). However, since TALO also representing trade unions did not leave the tripartite arena, nothing formally changed\textsuperscript{38}. The fact that trade unions eventually have no strong tools of pressure on the government leads to a much more favourable position of the government holds in comparison to social partners: the government is the primary and most powerful actor in the arena.

On the other hand, if trade unions associations are also supported by employers associations, the government usually has to give to a too strong and wide pressure on all fronts. In 2001 EAKL and ETTK agreed without the participation of the state on the level of minimum wage for the following year. The government enforced a different regime through normative acts and after the intervention of a court decision it accepted the demands of social partners to accept their agreement and register it in the register of collective agreements, which effectively means widening the bilateral agreement on the entire labour market\textsuperscript{39}. Such bilateral agreements have been concluded earlier and also had a strong pressure effect on the government.

**Section 2: Tripartite public councils and boards**

Apart from tripartite negotiations, which are the primary channel of tripartite relations, especially in the policy formulation phase, there are also tripartite boards and councils. These are attached or reside within the formal structure of public agencies and are formed mostly on sector basis. Thus, one can find social partners’ representatives in the Board of Estonian Health Insurance Fund, Board of Unemployment Fund, Board of Estonian Qualification Authority and Board of Foundation of Vocational Training. Among the non-sector based bodies the most significant is the Social and Economic Council and the ILO council.
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The Social and Economic Council of Estonia

In 1999 another consultative body was created: the Social and Economic Council. The mission of the Council was to analyse social and employment policy developments isolated from particular interests of each parts and tripartite negotiations and to consult the government as well as social partners in tripartite and employment issues. It was meant to be an expert network, which could provide objective analysis and evaluation of social and employment policy to the government. The management of the Council was entrusted to a senior official of the Ministry of Social Affairs: the vice-chancellor Mrs. Piret Lilleväli and currently to Mr. Janno Järve. It is difficult to suggest this without a comparative study of the respective positions in other countries, but in Estonia the nomination of a public official to the position of the head of the Social and Economic Council seems to be reflecting the fact of relative insignificance of the Council to politicians, since “the ones who have the responsibility [coalition parties], are the ones having the power.” In comparison to tripartite negotiations arena, which is headed by the Minister of Social Affairs, who at least has some influence on the Cabinet, the leader of the Social and Economic Council lacks any instrument of decision-making.

Structurally, similarly to some other new EU member states’ institutions Estonian Social and Economic Council does not have any permanent sub-structures: currently it has several ad hoc sub-committees. This implies that rather than having an expert staff at its disposal capable to form policies, the sub-committees are just additional discussion fora, not decision-making bodies. Estonia was one of only two countries among the 13 EU candidate countries of the last and current rounds of enlargement that have less than 2-4 meetings a year of their Social and Economic Councils: in Estonia the minimum amount of annual meetings is four, which apparently is also the actual number of meetings per year. This regularity neither strengthens the capacity of the Council to seriously influence tripartite relations in Estonia.

One of the aims of the Council was the analysis of Estonian social model integration with the European one, whereby the adaptation of European social values of welfare, solidarity, partnership was set as the main priority. The reason that current report focuses on tripartite negotiations outside of the Social and Economic Council is that this institution, according to our data, has not been able to produce a single sizable result not even within the goal of adopting the European social model: “the Council does not have sufficient expert capacity, its functions and role in social dialogue are not precisely enough defined, formally it has been conceived as a consultative organ to the government and not a decision-making organ of social dialogue.” All bi- and tripartite agreements have been concluded outside of the council. Additionally, “the main [Council’s] problem is that it is too dependent on the government’s will”. In the media it does not have a very high appreciation of the Council’s role neither.

This is not to say that the Council had no role in tripartite relations. It allowed to lower tensions between partners through dialogue and raise new issues or at least discuss some issues.
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which did not find recognition in tripartite negotiations. Neither trade unions, nor employers associations wanted to get rid of the Council. On the other hand, none of them did really appreciate the work that it did. It is still unclear, which are the functions of the Social and Economic Council not letting social partners to put a final end to this institution. One of the factors could definitely be that Social and Economic Councils’ mode is at the core of European model of social dialogue. Another, because, they let to lower tensions between partners.

Other tripartite councils and boards

In May 1992 the first tripartite council was created – the ‘ILO Council’. It was related to the membership of Estonia in the International Labour Organization (ILO) (since January 1992) and the need to fulfill country responsibilities before ILO. Social partners were involved on the rights of consultants emphasized by the fact that the Council did not have any decision-making or negotiating mandate and was functioning as a purely consultative body. None of the interviewees have even briefly mentioned this institution.

Other council are less significant and have more specialized fields of application. The Council of Working Environment allows social partners to manifest initiative in the field of working environment policy, which treats in a broadest way issues concerning working conditions. The Vocational Training Council coordinates the process of reform in vocational training undertaken by the 2002 tripartite agreement and whereby the role of social partners is quite significant, but the overall character of the council quite insignificant in progressing the social dialogue as a whole. Adult Education Council does not have even as much significant margin of action and merely mediates the point of view of social partners in this field to the government. Overall, all of these councils have quite a limited scope of powers and mostly serve for opinion exchange between the three partners or decision-making in very narrow fields.

Unlike councils, boards have relatively wide decision-making potential and usually are connected to decision-making concerning the distribution of public money. Boards are without exclusion related to a certain sector or even a single organization. The most prominent of all tripartite boards are the Board of the Health Insurance Fund, the Board of Unemployment Insurance Fund and the Board of Foundation of Vocational Education and Training Reform. As a rule boards are rather focused on the implementation segment of policy-making and do not take active part in shaping the employment or other policies. However, unlike Councils tripartite boards of public bodies have become a centre of political struggle for power over these money distributing institutions. For political parties places on the Health Insurance Fund are both individually and institutionally lucrative: the former because being a manager of a board can provide additional quite good income; the latter because while having fiscal difficulties in the field of health, unemployment and social insurance political parties and government would prefer top-down reforms and reorganization of these funds, whereby social partners as members of boards are a great obstacle to such reforms.

Despite strong political tensions around places on public boards, the overall system has been designed so that politicians couldn’t easily reorder the system or nominate their ‘own people’. To a large extent most of these boards have been designed under the Minister of Social Affairs Eiki Nestor. He himself easily takes the credit for this achievement, but some other
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Interviewees also confirmed this. Since 1999 up to 2002 the minister managed to design three main public boards of Estonia – the boards of the Unemployment Insurance Fund, Foundation of Vocational Education and Training, and to some extent also of the Health Insurance Fund – together with social partners firmly setting it on the concept of tripartite leadership and of parity representation of all three social partners in each of the boards. In addition, the Unemployment Insurance Fund, which has been entirely designed in the current form during minister Nestor, had a decentralized structure of tax collection: the unemployment tax shared between employees and employers is transferred directly to the Fund. In result of these common interests, when in 2003 the newly nominated Minister of Social Affairs wanted to ‘break’ the system by changing the rule of parity representation, social partners managed to gather such a strong opposition that the minister had to back up.

Such design of wider, involving decision-making structures is not unique in the public sector of Estonia. In the forestry sector the state enterprise managing state wood production was also conceived isolated from politicians intervention. Using these examples we can quite certainly state that one of the remedies for better involvement and “factual ability of private [social] partners to influence policy” is relative isolation from the political actors, at least on the stages of policy planning, conception. This allows to mobilize social partners around the idea of a common interest and to develop common vision of the problem without creating serious conflicts about distribution and redistribution issues at the planning stage. At latter stages, if need arises, social partners will themselves defend what they have jointly built. This has been the case with forestry, this has repeated with the Health and Unemployment Insurance Funds: social partners have become the bearers of veto points in these organizations.

Section 3: Employment councils, pacts and labour disputes’ committees

On the regional level we find very few tripartite arenas. The main reason is the lack of employers’ and employees’ representative organizations on the local level. In 2001 a tripartite employment pact was signed in Ida-Viru region. This has been the first major tripartite agreement on regional level. However, the document was rather declarative and provided relatively few constructive options.

Employment Service has a network of tripartite employment councils on the regional level created in 2002-2003. They are focused on design of employment measures and allocation of structural funds. Anew, there is narrow room for manoeuvre since major decisions have been made in detail on the national or European level. In each county the Service has a tripartite employment council, which is ought to advise the Service in issue of developing employment on the regional level. However, since social partners regional representations are only few in number there has been so far no progress in this tripartite arena and it all depends very much on the willingness of employers and employees to communicate and actively participate.

On the national level regional councils are centrally coordinated by the tripartite Employment Council, which steers the introduction of regional councils and forms on the national level approach to issues treated. The date of creation of employment councils and the fact that it is a top-down initiative, suggest that they are bound to EU pressures on regionalization and de-
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development of social dialogue as a new governance method. Hence, the effects of regional councils should be awaited far in the distant future, when actual need for such structure arises.

In order to solve employment conflict the Employment Inspection (a government body monitoring and controlling the application of labour legislation) in each region has established an employment disputes’ committee. These are also tripartite. Their main task is to provide acceptable and legitimate solution to employment conflicts that occur in enterprises (including public) on the territory of a region-county. These committees are purely implementation bodies and have no policy-making role, apart, may be, from their social peacekeeping efforts.

Local governments are among the fourth possible partners in the social dialogue. However, on the local governments side there is no motivation or competence to undertake tripartite negotiations, since most of them are small, overburdened and not very independent administrations with few proper fiscal income sources. Recently, the central government has decentralized the procedure of setting salaries for teachers in local government schools. Local Government Union has rejected the proposition of Education Workers Union for opening negotiations concerning teachers’ salaries on the grounds of the lack of legal competence in this area\(^5\). Even in legal terms this is not correct since the Collective Agreements Act entitles local government or their representatives to conduct such negotiations – the problem was rather incapacity of the LG Union to make its members comply and to mobilize expert and other resources.

**Cases of tripartite relations in Estonia**

Current part present two cases of tripartite relations in Estonia. The logic of the choice of cases focuses on the most typical, most representative cases characterizing the entire system as a whole and/or raising the main problematic issues in the system. In addition, these cases represent the most prominent, significant issues and events that took place in Estonian tripartite relations. These cases demonstrate well enough the obstacles and deficiencies of state and social dialogue that the application of governance practices raises to surface. The two cases show how different elements of governance, e.g. legitimacy, transparency, accountability, raise different problems of social dialogue and weakness of state and social partners.

**Debates on the Labour Code Draft**

*Employment Contracts Act* is the largest and most significant among all legal acts concerning labour and employment relations. The first version of the Act dates back to 1992. Since then it has been redrafted 29 times, including 6 serious, wide-ranging drafts between 1999-2002.

Since the first day Employment Contracts Act was surrounded by a debate on the necessity to reform it and respective draft proposition. However, it is only in 1999 that the first substantive, constructive reform-amendment has been undertaken. Then, the position of the Minister of Social Affairs was taken by Eiki Nestor, a member of Social-Democratic party (at the time of the Moderates’ party) and former head of the Transport enterprises trade union (1988-1992), who in general has and has had at the time a more positive relation to trade unions and social dialogue. His nomination to the position coincided with the drastic increase in the policy-making and legislative activity of the government in the field of employment, labour and social dialogue. Under his supervision the first package amendments to the Employment Contracts Act were born and other labour legislation (notably, in 2000). Second, under his supervision the Employment Contracts Act was technically and more significantly redrafted as a result of adopting new laws, notably concerning the Employment Service Act, The Working
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The major changes introduced under his leadership of the Ministry were related to employment termination based on corruption allegations, workers’ health and safety, employment contract’s termination conditions (especially collective termination of contracts) and its validity under a new employer. It is safe to say that partly the philosophy of the new Employment Contracts Act in 2001, which promoted the creation of collective agreements at the enterprise and branch level, was conceived to a large extent by Mr. Nestor.

After the fall of Mart Laar’s government, where Eiki Nestor was the Minister of Social Affairs, several amendments have been introduced to the Employment Contracts Act, but most of them were technical amendments save for one amendments’ package introduced in April 2004. The amendments’ package introduced in 2004 contains a coherent set of changes in many different paragraphs of the Act, but most of them come from the latter, 2003 version of the draft law of the Employment Contracts Act. The 2004 amendments seriously alter the 2002 version of the Act, and it is difficult to judge of the involvement of Mr. Nestor in drafting these amendments. However, we can definitely state that these amendments were not the initiative of the government of the day. Also, the adoption of these amendments not as a coherent change, redrafting an entire law, but as introduction of separate, partial changes shows the inability of the government, political parties and social partners to agree on a larger scale. What this shows is that developments in tripartite relations are in most cases individual quests of activists of the field such as Mr. Nestor or Mrs. Lilleväli. Second, it also shows how vulnerable social dialogue is to the changes in government and different political parties attitudes towards social sphere and dialogue.

Since the first public mentioning of this problem in 1997 and until 2005, Employment Contracts Act has been the object of ideological struggle between two camps: libertarian, who wants to simplify employment relations rendering them more business-like, and their opponents, who do not represent a coherent political force, but who are definitely against the ‘privatisation’ of the Contracts Act. The libertarian camp is centred around the Reform party, a libertarian, young, successful professionals’ party and is supported by most of employers and their association (ETTK). In the opposing, ‘social’ camp the Social-Democratic party draws most of attention. Supporters and activists of this camp are represented by all trade unions and their associations, by social groups such as the Pensioners Union, NGO’s Union etc., but also by the officials of the Ministry of Social Affairs. Inside of the government this debate has resulted in regular clashes between the Minister of Justice and the Minister of Social Affairs, notwithstanding their party membership.59

Circumstances of the debate are focused on the will of the Ministry of Justice to transpose the Employment Contracts Act into the Law on Obligations, which sets the basic ideas of market relations: this would mean, in the words of Raivo Paavo, the Public Conciliator and former chief of EAKL, that employment relations would no longer be a separate legal notion, but employment contracts would change into traditional “buyer-seller” contracts.60 These changes have been identified by observers as not simply favouring conditions for businesses, but ex-
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plicitly lobbied by employers and businessmen. We have already mentioned that there is a separation between business and employers organizations and that social dialogue notion legally is rather part of other legal constructions such as the market logic. These observations inscribe into the perspective of this debate, which could have a longer history and maybe even was in the root of drafting these laws since Reform party and its electorate are one of the earliest and most stable political forces in an independent Estonia. This issue has become the ‘Adam’s apple’ of the process of adoption of the new Employment Contracts Act.

In May 2005 the current government, led by the chief of the Reform party, has recalled the new draft of the Employment Contracts Act from the second reading procedure in the Parliament. In the debate between trade union and employers associations’ representatives and in the Explanatory Note to the draft law it was cleared out that at the bottom of the recall is the same issue between the Employment Contracts Act and the Law on Obligations, although the official reason was the arrival of the new coalition, which used the right to withdraw all amendments and drafts proposed by the previous government. This version of the Act was sent to the Parliament in January 2004 and was meant, on the one hand, to protect the employees’ side by increasing the opportunities of trade unions to conclude collective agreements, but, on the other hand, to increase their responsibility before the employer. The first attempt to pass this draft law was undertaken in June 2001 by pro-trade unionist then minister of Social Affairs Mr. Eiki Nestor and at the time head of the Social and Economic Council Mrs. Piret Lilleväli. It was recalled from the first reading in the Parliament in February 2003. At the time the position of the Prime Minister was conferred upon the leader of the Reform party, which together with a presumed centre-left Centre party, formed the coalition. Hence, again we can trace the failure to adopt the draft law of the Employment Contracts Act to the libertarian politicians lead by the Reform party.

It should be noted that social partners were consulted and made their amendments to most of government drafts and proposals in employment and labour issues. In most of cases, where there was a bipartite agreement between employees’ and employers’ representatives, the government had to accept it. Therefore, at least in the issue of access and involvement in the consultation round of policy-making social partners have few things to reproach to the government. However, in real terms “if our [trade unions] propositions are of technical character, then the rate of success is higher; if our proposals touch upon a sensitive political issue, then they are quietly voted down in the Riigikogu [the Parliament].”

Another major issues that surfaced with this recall, was, in the words of the head of Estonian Social and Economic Council, Mrs. Piret Lilleväli, that the recalled version of this act was based on eight different directives of European Commission, which needed transposition. Also, before the draft law was passed on to the readings in Parliament, social partners together with the government concluded a tripartite agreement including common amendments
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of social partners to the draft law. Many of these amendments have been accepted, save for one, which concerned state’s financial obligation concerning the implementation of the new draft law. Therefore, not only did the current government in May 2005 act against the need to transpose EU norms into Estonian legislation (delaying the transposition process has not been dully justified), the government unilaterally acted against the bilateral agreement of social partners and the will of the legislature to pass the law. This incident is typical for tripartite relations in Estonia: based on ideological grounds, political parties may at any moment neglecting social partners’ interests unilaterally impose new or reject some agreed decisions.

In sum, it is safe to conclude that the adaptation of the new version of the Labour Code, e.g. Employment Contracts Act, in Estonia is slowed down by two factors: (1) although trade unions and employers were able to achieve a 2003 agreement concerning their common position on the draft law of the Employment Contracts Act, their weakness and late involvement in the drafting process rendered their overall limited influence on the process. Here the major factor was weakness of these organizations as pressure groups; (2) Estonian political parties are yet taking social dialogue obligations for granted and not as a matter of principle. Here we can feel the legacy of socialism: it is safe to say that at least one reason why major parties block some significant initiatives in social dialogue is because they view it as a remnant of socialist era and because Estonian politics and society have internalised some European models (including social dialogue model) only pro forma, without the need for constructive consultations with social partners; (3) Progress in social dialogue and tripartite relations and legislation depend too much on the type of coalition and parties represented in the government. This hinders continuity of the process, makes it unstable and raises tensions between partners.

Debates on Increasing the Minimal Monthly Wage

After almost 15 years of regular tri- and bipartite agreements concerning the national minimum wage level, the ‘Adam’s apple’ is still the concept of minimum wage negotiations. Trade Unions are strongly in favour of minimum wage negotiations and agreements, since these provide them with better legitimacy in the eyes of the members of trade unions and better image in the eyes of general public. Employers, on the other hand, are continuously opposed to the idea of a minimum wage arguing that minimum wage regulation by a state and on a state level is not common to European practice. The government and political parties (including Social-Democrats) rather agrees to the position of employers and also argues in favour of decentralization of these functions to the level of social partners bipartite dialogue or (in case of public sector wage earners) to the level of local government.

Trade unions’ position concerning minimum wages is based on the ILO concept of minimum wages, which states that the task of introducing obligatory minimum wage level in the form of a law is “providing protection for wage earners against unduly low wages”. The implicit logic behind minimum wage negotiations is that of increasing overall level of salaries. Trade unions associations and branch trade unions have been relatively successful in enabling yearly minimum wage agreement with the government and employers or only with employers.

---
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Negotiations on minimum wage issues have been more successful in public sector: TALOs member union, Estonian Education Workers Union, have managed to raise the minimum wage for public schools teachers to the level, which is at least twice as the overall national minimum wage. In the recent years, when overall minimum wage agreements were bipartite, without the government participation mainly due to its unwillingness Education Workers Union managed to conclude relatively beneficial agreements with the government. EAKL is enclosing in its position on minimum wage to the standpoint of employers: because of the government unwillingness to conclude tripartite negotiations in three last years, EAKL was forced to partly reject the tripartite model of minimum wage negotiations and modestly argues in favour of a bipartite model under the condition of cooperative relations with the ETTK. TALO is in a less flexible position: its employer is the state. But it has more favourable conditions in terms of the pressure that it can exercise on the employer. In 2003 TALO and Education Workers Union with support of EAKL have conducted the first nation-wide strike of education and culture workers. The official justification concerned the non-compliance of the government to the minimum wage agreements of the previous years. Public education is a very strike sensitive sector, since it is immediately visible to most of the electorate.

Concerning the deficiencies of tripartite dialogue on minimum wage, the trade unions can be criticised for not bringing clearly enough in their concept a separation between their demands for minimum wage with their wish for increase of average salary issues. For business minimizing wage costs is a normal market logic, although it definitely sees the higher wages/welfare and higher productivity relation. In this sense, demands of trade unions, especially it concerns the Education Workers Union, which seem to resemble demands for overall salaries increase have to be dully supported by arguments. Therefore, employers perceive it as an attempt to increase individual and collective welfare at the expense of success of businesses.

The position of employers is simpler. They argue in favour of (1) decrease of the wage costs through associating minimum wage negotiations to the rise of workers productivity, which strictu sensu has no rationality behind since productivity is raised at the expense of additions to average (not minimum) wages; (2) state deregulation of the filed and avoiding setting the official level of minimum wage, which is to be an anachronism and argue that it does not allow businesses to be flexible; (3) abandonment of the nation-wide minimum wage agreements and focus on bipartite agreements on branch or enterprise level, which would allow more flexibility to separate businesses depending on the success and resources of an enterprise.

What makes negotiations strained because of the position of employers in respect of minimum wages is (1) their open wish to minimize personnel costs without due argumentation and (2) their weakly conceptualise position concerning the necessity of minimum wage level. Employers’ association ETTK and many government officials argue that minimum wage agreements are not part of European practice. In fact, in many European government the minimum wage is set by tripartite negotiations following the principles of ILO. In Estonia the investments of employers in the workforce are one of the lowest in EU. According to the analysis of Mercer Human Resources Consultancy Estonian employers’ voluntary spending
on workers in Estonia is 0.7%, while in Lithuania it is 1.5% and in Poland 5% of total spending on workers. It is a truly ‘liberal’ environment, which wants to become even more liberal.

In sum, minimum wage negotiations have been one of the most productive in the history of tri- and bipartite national negotiations. As many as 15 or more different agreements have been conclude each year since 1992. The functioning of tripartite arena on this issue is relatively satisfactory as is the level of cooperation between partners. The productivity in this field is mostly guaranteed by a strong pressure that trade unions exercise in the issue. This shows that trade unions already have the potential to push through some issues. The problem is apparently that there are no forces left or no unity among trade unions to push through other issues.

**Tripartite relation in Estonia: conclusions**

From our analysis we can deduct several major conclusions concerning the organization of social dialogue and tripartite arenas in particular. These conclusions are as follows.

(1) Employers and employees organizations, including employees and employers associations, are still very weak organizationally and as pressure groups:

- a. The trade unions weakness depends on its negative image among the public left from the soviet-type trade unions and in part also generated by the actions of some of the older leaders who used to be soviet-time trade union activists. Among other things is their conviction that the correct way of doing trade union business is first of all exercising pressure on the government, instead of trying to mobilize trade union activity;

- b. The trade unions weakness depends on low membership; especially very few trade unions that unions associations unite. Low membership, especially at branch and enterprise levels, is caused by a trade unions ‘soviet’ stigma among the public; also to poor resources that could have been used to mobilize more people to become members.

- c. Trade unions have bad connections to political parties, which might be one of the reasons why unions (associations) are considered to be bad pressure groups.

- d. Indirectly, the weakness of both employers associations and trade unions (associations) might be caused by the low institutionalisation of tripartite negotiations arena: in some other CEE countries, in order to get access to tripartite arenas social partners have to fulfil certain representativity and organizational criteria, which stimulate them to progress. In Estonia these are absent.

- e. Employers association and organizations are also quite weak, but dispose of more financial and expert resources, therefore having more capacity to tackle policy problems in a professional way.

- f. However, the separation that business enterprises have introduced in the structure of their representative organizations – e.g. between business and employers organizations – shows that social dialogue is not considered as a way to success in business, but rather as an inevitable game, where private firms have to be involved because they do not want trade unions to decide face to face with the government issues that might affect them. In this sense, their strategy is rather reactive or even defensive: to withhold certain developments rather than promoting them.
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g. Unlike trade unions employers and their representative organizations dispose of much better channels of communication to political parties.

h. One of the embodiments of the problem of weak representativity of social partners is the centralized structure of representation – there is only one association of employers and two strictly sector-differentiated associations of employees. Of course, there are other reasons for such centralized structure, which are far from being negative such as the effectiveness of negotiations ensured by this way.

(2) Another major conclusion is that tripartite negotiations’ arena is badly institutionalised:

a. Legally there are no acts, which would set the obligations and rights of partners, the procedure of decision-making, except for the Collective Agreements Act, which gives a very broad definition to tripartite negotiations such as the parity conditions and general procedure of initiation of negotiations on ad hoc basis.

b. A too big proportion of legal texts concerning labour legislation are either socialist legacy (e.g. based on soviet-time or developed in the first years of transition) or enacted as a result of international (EU) conditionality. In many respects these acts are not working and only pro forma regulate social dialogue issues.

c. One of the manifestations of this problem is that everything depends on trust, even the fulfilment of obligations put into agreements. And there is a lack of trust as some cases of non-compliance to obligation of agreement by different parties show:

“Legally those [triptite] agreements can be incorrect, but everything anyway depends on trust, on common interest”\textsuperscript{82}.

d. Tripartite arenas lack coherent, long-term development strategy, which only emphasized the deficiencies of its ad hoc character and relations between social partners and the government: each time an issue is raised negotiations confront the unwillingness of one of the partners to go further than symbolic declarations; a coherent strategy could make tripartite relations more stable, at least in the fulfilment of obligations.

e. The government commission, which represents the state in negotiations, has no or very weak (depending on the government) decision-making mandate. This further weakens compliance to obligations by the government and narrows down the scope of issues that can effectively dealt with in tripartite negotiations.

(3) There is a need for stronger cooperation between employees and employers associations and branch/enterprise organizations:

a. Judging from the history of bipartite agreements between employers and employees organizations, jointly these two groups have a relative (to an issue, to a sector, to circumstances) veto power over the government actions, which results in more effective, swift and sustainable tripartite solutions.

b. Judging on the cases of Health and Unemployment Insurance Funds, veto powers within social dialogue are more likely to appear, if developed at the stage of planning. Also based on this cases veto powers of social partners might be interpreted as relative isolation at the reform/policy/agreement planning stage from the influence of political parties (not necessarily from the influence of ministers).

\textsuperscript{82} Roosimaa, October 2005.
There is a need for more government activism (not intervention) in the regulation of the system of social dialogue:

a. Our observations about weak institutionalisation of tripartite arenas and about the social partners weakness show that the government in a transition country should have, in principle, allow more efforts to develop these deficient sides of social dialogue.

b. However, even within the labour legislation we have seen that the state/government role in social dialogue is minimal (not even as a referee) except for some over-regulated areas, where minimum standards of social protection of employees are guaranteed on a national level instead of collective agreements.

c. Therefore, we could suggest that the tools used to regulate social dialogue so far have not been sufficiently effective to provide fast development of social dialogue and adaptation of the European model of social dialogue. A more proactive, motivating and mediating role of the government – a government as a referee and as a norm entrepreneur – is still to be developed in Estonian social dialogue.

There is lack or weakness of social partners representation at regional and local level, although certain institutions involving social partners at local level already function, for which credit has be given to the government.

Social and Economic Council of Estonia is not an effective arena of social dialogue, since it lacks any decision-making or pressure capacities. There is a need for reform of the Council, in particular clearer formal definition of functions association with really available resources at the disposition of the Council.

The case of minimum wage negotiations show that

a. Although we have concluded earlier that social partners are relatively weak, through cooperation between themselves and through focusing their efforts on one particular issue, they can achieve some stable results. The problem is that it seems unlikely that social partners can focus on other issues as well, in particular, because other issues demand much more complex agreement between employers and employees.

b. Trade unions sometimes themselves are unwilling to go beyond minimum wage negotiations, which bring clear and guaranteed support from trade union members, and prefer not to spend too much efforts on other, more complicated and less beneficial issues. This could be accounted as one of the weaknesses of trade unionism in Estonia.

The Employment Contracts Act case shows that

a. Political parties tend to have too much influence over inclusion of social partners, which raises the need for stronger veto powers of partners. EU requirements neither act as a veto power, since they are widely adopted pro forma;

b. As we have earlier noted, there is too much dispersion and instability in the governments position on social dialogue because of often government changes, lack of consensus among political forces on social dialogue strategy and, ultimately, adversarial relationship between and pragmatic approach (logrolling, pork barreling) of parties.

Overall, social dialogue in Estonia is slowly but steadily progressing. Although during the last two years all interviewees without exception have indicated a certain crisis of social dialogue mainly because of excessive influence of political parties of the new coalitions, we can observe that by 2000s tripartite agenda was reached by such systemic issues as vocational training, social dialogue regalement, pension reform, tax reform etc.
Part II: governance and tripartite relations in Estonia

Accountability and Transparency issues in tripartite relations in Estonia

In this part we presume that governance may bring to light some negative features of the transition state, such as the lack of transparency and accountability. The main criteria here are the institutionalisation of channels of communication between social partners, the institutionalisation of the social dialogue as such and of decision-making procedures in general and of each partner in particular.

For instance, some observers of social dialogue in Estonia point out to the weak or absent procedures of accountability and control over implementation of tripartite agreements. The Finnish Minister of Foreign Affairs during his meeting with Estonian and Finnish Metalworkers trade unions recognized that the level of development of labour conditions on Finnish capital-based firms in Estonia is much worse than on the same enterprises in Finland. The first thing to achieve, he noted, was “signing and monitoring of collective agreements on enterprises”\(^83\). Even “[g]overnment representatives reported “very weak” monitoring and evaluation process [of tripartite agreements]. Representatives of social partners agreed that there were no monitoring and evaluation mechanisms”\(^84\). Since 2003 striking has become very widely recognized at the only measure available to trade unions and workers to either call the government/employers to resolve certain social problems or demand the implementation of tripartite agreements: “… street protests… Governments generally take action after protests […]”\(^85\). The biggest nation-wide strike that ever happened took place in Tallinn in December 2003\(^86\): it gathered about 19 000 people, out of which 14 000 were teachers; the organizing committee belonged to TALO and major issue of concern was TALOs accusation of government of non-compliance to the 2002 bipartite agreement with the government. In 2003 more than a dozen of strike threats have been reported by different trade unions and trade unions associations. Therefore, there is one could expect the government to take some action to render the rules and procedures ensuring compliance with tripartite agreements more formal and stricter.

Channels of Communication

There are both more formal and informal channels of communication between partners. The formal procedure in tripartite negotiations foresees the following. According to the brief description given in the Collective Agreements Act (Part III) the negotiations should be started at the written request of one of the partners and with a written draft proposal within seven days of the arrival of the request to social partners. Social partners nominate their representatives in the negotiations – each year since 2001 the government adopts a special regulation concerning the nomination of its representatives in the government commission on tripartite negotiations. A similar procedure in the Social and Economic Council, but the participants list is also approved in the government\(^87\), which can be, but never has been, used as an issue, where government can show its power.

\(^{83}\) ‘Ametiühingud:…’, op. cit.
\(^{85}\) Korkut U., op. cit.: 309.
\(^{86}\) ‘Streikijaid kogunes ligi 19 000’, Postimees, 05.12.2005.
\(^{87}\) Minister of Social Affairs, regulation nr. 25, Establishment of the working order of the Social and Economic Council, 6th of April 1999.
The tripartite agreements between trade unions and employers associations, e.g. EAKL, TALO and ETTK, and the government implicitly derive the power of a law from the Collective Agreements Act, which states the obligation of signature parts to fulfil the postulates of the agreement. However, the 2001 minimum wage agreement’s annex, which has become one of the reasons of the 2003 December strike of TALO, has been too vague and could not legally be considered as an obligation. Therefore, in many instances, when agreements are focused on non-quantitative obligations or when the criteria of obligations are vague, informal communication and trust between partners are crucial for the fulfilment of agreements.

As has already mentioned all trade unions associations report an excellent, comparing to social partners access in other CEE countries, access to politicians. They can easily reach ministers and even the Prime minister. Therefore, the channels of formal communication are in place. In what concerns the results of communication all social partners, in particular trade unions association, noted that these are not ensure even though communication constantly takes place.

Concerning the provision of information through formal channels, trade unions noted the unwillingness of government officials and, in particular, of political actors to provide information even concerning social partners’ amendments to drafts of normative acts. Trade unions are, thus, forced to use their informal connection to gather the required information. More could be done in enhancing the responsiveness of the government and the legislature in this respect. On the other hand, it is written in the law and is more and more becoming a good tradition to provide partners with all relevant info in case their consultation is necessary to labour legislation. Problems arise mainly in giving feedback to these consultations.

**Barriers of entry for new members?**

Formally, there is only one barrier to participation in social dialogue: according to the Trade Unions Act trade unions can be founded with a minimal membership of 5 persons. Participation in collective agreements is open to all social partners and trade union non-members based solely on nomination of a common representative. Access to tripartite negotiations is not limited, but as a rule it is open only to associations uniting employers and employees. In the past years there have not being any attempts at accessing the tripartite negotiations’ arena by alternative partners, therefore, it is difficult to judge of the barriers of entry to the highest level tripartite negotiations.

**Clear / not clear procedures?**

The area of application of national tripartite agreements, of collective branch agreements and of other bi- and tripartite agreements is not formally set. The Collective Agreements Act states that each agreement has to determine its area of application, but in general it applies to members of organizations participating in the agreement. Since the Employment Contracts Act prohibits treating trade unions differently from other workers based on trade union membership, for example, branch agreements would mean that the conditions of agreement apply to all workers of the branch. This in fact is stipulated as a possibility in the Collective Agreements Act, e.g. a possibility of widening collective agreements to entire professional or sector branches. This mechanism allows wider public (even trade unions’ members) not be in course and not to need clear and precise information about the functioning of tripartite negotiations and agreements since anyway they are going to be negotiated by professionals. On the other hand, this has a negative effect on social partners strength: general public does not feel inter-
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ested in becoming an active member of trade unions or employers organizations – they are free riders. According to one of the interviewees the law will be changed next year, which will apparently increase the need for more transparent and more in-depth formal procedures, since it is expected that simple rank members of social partners’ organizations and general public will realize its interest in participating in tripartite arena.

**Monitoring and control over the implementation of tripartite and other collective agreements**

Monitoring procedures are either very weak or absent, especially, on the national level, where issues tend to be connected to politics. Strikes and strike threats have been used, especially in two last years, mostly under the pressure of absence of such mechanisms that would ensure the obligation of all partners to stick to the agreements.

On the sector, branch and enterprise level monitoring and control as well as resolution of disputes is much more effective and clear. First, there are local conflict resolution committees, which account as the first instance for resolution of conflicts concerning employment contracts. On the branch level the clarity and simplicity of agreements as well as more explicit willingness on the part of employers to conclude such agreements makes their monitoring and control over them more effective.

In order to increase the accountability of government concerning social dialogue the government could make more efforts in disseminating information on the overall state of social dialogue and, in particular, state of tripartite agreements and negotiations in the country. The annual NAPE reports, although touching upon the topic of agreements and negotiations, have no such goal and overall are too formal and too brief to attract a common reader.

**Legitimacy issues in tripartite relations in Estonia**

Tripartite arena in Estonia is widely recognized as a decision-making body in employment and labour issues. To a large extent this is the merit of the existing legal framework of labour and employment legislation. Although legal acts in their majority do not directly regulate tripartite relations, the fact that employment and other labour issues are regulated and not abandoned for self-regulation, sets the need to develop these issues further in particular through tripartite negotiations.

On the other hand, the fact that there are no acts directly and strictly relating to tripartite negotiations leaves a margin of interpretation in the question of whether tripartite negotiations are at all necessary. Social partners, especially trade unions, have to prove each year that attention should be given to issues raised by them through strikes and other pressure. Also, because of the particularity of political culture in Estonia, i.e. the fact that each new government aboliishes major projects started by the previous government, there is no strategic continuity in the tripartite process. Thus, with each new coalition cycle the issue of recognition of tripartite negotiations is raised again and again. Definitely, this does not add to the legitimacy of the arena among social partners and the general public.

Among social partners tripartite negotiations also have a very unstable legitimacy as a decision-making body. The main issue here is the government’s role, which itself widely believes (whatever the parties in coalition) that its role is already fulfilled through creation of minimum legal framework for employment and labour issues. Employees and employers also have different position on the question: employers believe that the state is not necessary. Among the trade unions there also is no unity: EAKL believes that government could retreat while TALO, which negotiates mainly with central government, believes that it is not an option.
even in a wider context, e.g. of tripartite relations. This obscurity of the role of the government is among the major explanations, why tripartite negotiations have not so far been institutionalised into a permanent arena of decision-making and still function on ad hoc basis.

The unwillingness of the government to take active part in tripartite relations partly is a product of low representatitvity of social partners. With membership coverage not more than 20% for trade unions and employers associations the government could easily neglect these organizations without having any major political repercussions. But credit must be given to the different governments for their recognition, even if to a minimum extent, of employees and employers organizations as full partners in negotiations. As relations become more stabilized the factor of membership becomes less and less decisive.

Since the competences of the tripartite arena are weakly defined there is a problem of relationship with political parties. Formally parties hold the mandate for ultimate decision-making. In case, when tripartite discussions concern the “turf” of political parties, the latter use the unclarity in competences of the tripartite arena to block social partners initiatives.

Another issue altering the legitimacy of tripartite arena is the lack of coherent political strategy concerning tripartite relations, which would be a product of consensus of opposition and coalition parties and would in broad terms be equally implemented by any government in power. With each new government the agenda, procedures, mandates etc. of tripartite negotiations must be set anew. Agreements concluded with previous government often have low recognition by the new government coalition.

One of the certain indicators of legitimacy of tripartite arena in Estonia is the media and the way it perceives the tripartite negotiations. Estonian newspapers and TV report mainly on the minimum wage agreements and strikes. Based on the picture that the media presents of tripartite negotiations it could seems that there are no other issues in the agenda. This indicates that the recognition of the tripartite arena as a decision-making body in issues other than minimum wage, strikes, tax-exempt level of earnings is much lower. however, what we have previously said about the different extents of effectiveness of the tripartite arena depending on issues discussed, perfectly fits into current perspective. E.g. the media highlights only those processes where real decision-making powers are conferred upon employees and employers association and where they can in fact influence the policy-making.

Conclusions

One of the major issues of accountability, transparency and legitimacy of tripartite arena is its level of institutionalisation and the lack of strategy of tripartite relations.

The ad hoc nature of tripartite arena weakens accountability between partners – many agreements are signed based on trust and legally are not very correct. The change of government then formally annihilates the effects of these agreements. Partners as institutions ought to have more responsibility towards even trust agreements, if there would be a better institutionalised tripartite arena with its own institutional memory.

Provision of information through formal channels is weak – partners do not feel the obligation to be active in disseminating relevant info to the other side. Although the government provides an enormous amount of info to its partners while preparing legislation, at the stage of feedback from consultations the intensity of info exchange is falling dramatically. More active feedback between partners and especially from the government could substantially raise the accountability between partners. Definitely, the lack of feedback procedure within the socialist state has its part in why active feedback and communication functions are not part of government officials vocabulary.
Some formal procedures regulating tripartite relations – e.g. non-discrimination based on trade union membership clause – stimulate free-riding among general public, which benefits from tripartite agreements, but does not feel the need to become a member or merely have an interest in these relations. In the nearest future this clause will be changed, which will force many free-riders to become aware of tripartite relations. In result, this should substantially strengthen the demand for more transparent tripartite procedures and decision-making.

Tripartite arena lacks a tripartite monitoring body, which would ensure and control the implementation of tripartite agreements. As a result conflict between partners are made explicit only on latter stages, when it is already much more difficult to find consensus.

One of the possible accountability channels is the National Action Plan for Employment, which is the only official employment policy document and which could at the same time become the strategy paper of tripartite relations. Currently NAPE is merely a report to the EU and has no role or influence whatsoever on tripartite relations. The government could use this document to transmit its vision and plans for tripartite relations for the coming year.

Channels of communication between partners are defined as ad hoc even legally. In reality communication between partners, especially between employers and employees is much more developed outside of tripartite arena. However, on the national level of tripartite relations there is a need for more regular institutionalised communication channels, which could serve as a basis to incrementally develop the tripartite decision-making institution, e.g. institutions born through common procedures, values, norms etc. – currently the ad hoc nature of tripartite communication prevents that.
Conclusions

Overall, we can conclude that social dialogue is functioning in Estonia, although with only minimum requirements. The example of minimum wage negotiations demonstrates a more or less effective dialogue between the three sides, whereby cooperation between employers and employees can have a strong pressure on the government. The legal framework of employment and labour is set, but its actual achievements are as effective as one might expect. One of the major problems, at least in the part on tripartite relations, is the lack of formal framework of tripartite arena or at least it could be more in depth, wider. The institutionalisation of tripartite negotiations is weak – mostly negotiations and communication between partners is ad hoc. The low institutionalisation of the arena weakens the recognition of the arena as a decision-making body in employment and labour issues. Concerning partners, employers and employees associations are still relatively weak organizations and weak pressure groups, which seriously hinders their legitimacy. The government is relatively unwilling to take more active part in social dialogue. Also, there lacks a clear strategy of tripartite relations.

In terms of our hypotheses the conclusions are as follows. Tripartite relations in Estonia are indirectly affected by soviet-time legacies. In particular, this manifests in the bad image of trade unions and some specific traditions, approaches among government officials (such as passive feedback and communication to social partners) and employees (overall view of the need to ‘privatise’ employment and tripartite relations, which steams from their post-soviet mistrust of any kind of state intervention). Also, tripartite relations are considered to be rather a relic of soviet times for political parties and thus there is no connectivity between the implementation of EU requirements and current progress in social dialogue.

Mere copying is not helpful: weaknesses of transition state: lack or weak transparency, lack or insufficient accountability, not clear enough competences of government actors, lack of formal rules and especially obligations

Mere copying of Western models has rather been unsuccessful. Although ILO and EU standards of social dialogue have been encoded into the legislation, their application has to large extent been compromised. In many respects this is the effect of weak transparency and accountability of the tripartite process, both inside and outside of the arena. Rules transparency of tripartite negotiations and agreements is weak. Government must provide information to social partners in wide range of issues, but in particular the feedback on consultations with social actors are only passive and sometimes very formal, which is not sufficient for them. The ad hoc style of tripartite relations seriously hinders the trust between parties and serves as a disincentive to keep the obligations, since so many things change during so little time.

Many international standards and models of social dialogue and tripartite relations have been implemented, but it seems that most of them are only pro forma. For instance, the Social and Economic Council does exist, but its role is very small – it does not even act as an institution for lowering social tensions. Here the major problem is unclear factual (not formal) competences of the Council, which ought to act as an advisory body, but the government rarely listens to its advice. In many respects Western models have goals and logic, which are yet controversial, contradictory to national policy and political goals. One of the major elements of ILO social dialogue model is the role of government as a referee and as a norm entrepreneur. In Estonia the priority of the government and position of political parties is reverse (at least according to interviewees and the survey of national media). The government involves itself mostly in processes and at stages, where political benefit can be achieved or political crisis avoided. What is definite is that development of social dialogue as a new mode of governing rather is not among governments’ goals.
Overall, the bulk of factors influencing tripartite relations can be traced back to the problems of transition state. One element here is in the state of transition itself – social dialogue is a long-term project and demands time, which for transition states has been too small, only 15 years. With due time party spectrums will stabilize, market failures will be repaired, the roles of the government and models of state in state-society relations defined, tripartite relations better institutionalised.

Another element is that transition is a moving away from socialism towards democracy and market. The radical transition away from socialism has had two implications. First, soviet socialism and socialist ideology have become mistakenly considered as one phenomenon. For social dialogue this meant bad image of trade unions, rather negative image of social partners involvement, low value among the general public of civic activity. Second, because of an extremely bad image of socialism transition was very radical and disintegrated large part of remaining soviet structures. Thus, all civic organizations and processes had to be rebuilt anew, which resulted in their weakness. Fourth, democracy and market were considered as an ultimate solution against communism and their implementation was very formal and idealistic. For instance, the policy process was entirely built based on constitutional powers of formal institutions, which excluded from the policy-making process any other participants than political parties. Finally, social dialogue’s success is very much affected by the idealized image of the market: “people believe that it will resolve all their problems”\(^89\). Therefore, social dialogue in principle is widely considered as unnecessary and sometimes as blocking the way to the development of market.

\(^89\) Lilleväli, October 2005.
Annexes

Case 3: Development of the National Employment Action Plan

One of the interviewees stated that “Estonia lacks labour market and employment political strategy” referring to the absence of strategic vision in labour and employment policy fields. To a certain extent this is correct.

Estonian employment policy is going through substantial changes since 2000 and especially since 2003. In July 2003 the European Council has adopted the European Employment Strategy (EES). With this document the EU summarized and communitarised (not in the legal sense, of course) general common values for European employment policy. Following the guidelines of EES Estonia started to issue the annual National Action Plan for Employment (NAPE). NAPE is a strategy document, which, first, gives a broad overview of problems, development and prospects of the employment market and, second, analyses the demand and results of implementation of good governance in the sphere of employment. This second part consist mostly of state of the art of social dialogue, which presents interest for current paper. In broad terms NAPE is the basis of national employment policy:

“NAPE was identified in all 13 [EU candidate] countries as the main instrument for the implementation of employment strategy”.

At the same time, as is stated by NAPE 2004 report, “the report is prepared based on guidelines and directions from the European Commission and does not fully respect the logic of a national employment strategy”. Before the beginning of accession process, Estonia employment policy was highly dependent on the party-political and on the tripartite process. Currently, it is difficult to say, where exactly lies the border between national and EU ‘logics’. And since NAPE has become the strategy paper for employment, it can be considered as a national employment plan. This is important in determining the role of social partners in employment-related policy-making.

NAPE is drafted annually by the Ministry of Social Affairs following the EES guidelines. Since this is a quite new exercise, the content might vary from one year to another. The draft of the NAPE is sent to social partners for consultation. Nevertheless, social partners involvement is minimal since there is no way of telling how and to what extent exactly did social partners manage to alter the strategy on a regular basis:

“NAPE has to be created through constructive dialogue and full involvement of social partners in the processes of shaping, decision-making and implementation of the strategy. However, according to the report in Estonia, Spain and Holland responses concerning the consensus about the development of the NEAP were negative”.

Also, the part of the strategy describing social dialogue is rather stating what has happened, than planning what should or could be refined in the field, thus playing quite a reactive role in
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the field. To make things perfectly clear it should be noted that in general social partners themselves have no will or wish to participate in the drafting process.96

“The involvement of Estonian social partners in NEAP [NAPE] formulation is reported to be low. They comment on the NEAP prepared by the labour ministry, which later decides on the relevance of the comments. Indirectly, they can influence policy creation via their representation in various tripartite councils. A bigger role is ascribed to Estonian social partners in negotiating wages and formulating employment legislation.”97

If to consider the NAPE in a broader sense, one can ascertain a bigger role of social partners. This is due to the fact that NAPE includes among others things also major tripartite agreements reached in the reported year. Although, the exact effect of this action is dependent on concrete text, it is clear that these agreements play the role of one of the cornerstones of employment policy. So, indirectly social partners have effect on employment policy formulation.

In what concerns other legal drafts pertaining to employment market social partners are similarly consulted (provide feedback on the draft law), but the extent to which they actually shape the draft is insignificant. The reasons are always the same: low interest of social partners and certain rigidity of the policy-making system. On the other hand, certain provisions of drafts of employment legislation that are sensitive to social partners might be discussed within the tripartite negotiations round.98 The chances of social partners of actually influencing the draft in a desired way are quite elevated. However, due to low level of institutionalisation of ‘tripartite negotiations it is quite difficult for them to make their way through more regularly.

One of the major explanations for most of problems in all three stages is that, first, employment policy was not considered a priority by Estonian government until only recently – which clearly indicates on the ‘European’ nature of these efforts, and, secondly, social partners considered NAPE as a secondary and tripartite negotiations as their primary channel for influencing employment policy in Estonia.99

“The Estonian tripartite agreement on employment policy was concluded in 2002. The role of social partners is envisaged theoretically in employment councils and in the design of employment policy. In fact however, employment policy is designed and decided mainly by the Government. The Estonian report points out that the NEAP is merely a formal document which has not been accepted by social partners whose involvement was restricted to providing comments on the document.”100

Overall, one can observe that:

- NAPE is not an action plan, but a report to the EU.
- The way of formulation and implementation of the document shows law involvement of social partners on all stages, even when NAPE text might have serious repercussions on the state of the art of social dialogue. The government does not realize the potential of involving social partners apart for securing another electoral cycle success.

96 Kallaste E., *op. cit.*: 15.
98 Kallaste E., *op. cit.*: 10.
99 Kallaste E., *op. cit.*: 17.
100 Rychly L., Vylitova M., *op. cit.*: 16.
- There is a wide gap between the official strategy, policy paper on employment and the actual employment relations embodied in tripartite negotiations.

- This gap stipulates another suggestion that NAPE is a *pro forma* realization of obligations before the EU, since NAPE does not actually present any strategy, action plan for social dialogue and employment relations.

- The insignificance of the NAPE in terms of policy-making, politics and decision-making lowers social partners interest towards this document, which in turn lowers the motivation of government to attract social partners towards consultation on real, actual action plan. E.g. NAPE could become, but not yet is a social dialogue strategy paper, if there would be will of all major partners. This could provide continuity, stability and more understanding between partners in tripartite relations.
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Social Partners, Short Bio Notes

National Trade Union Organizations
Association of Estonian Trade Unions (EAKL)
President: Mr. Harri Taliga
Address: Pärnu mnt. 41 A
10119 Tallinn
ESTONIA
Tel.: +372 6412 800
Web: www.eakl.ee

Estonian Professional Employees’ Unions Association (TALO)
President: Mr. Toivo Roosimaa
Address: Gonsiori 21
10147 Tallinn
ESTONIA
Tel.: +372 6419 800
Web: www.talo.ee

National Employers Organizations
Estonian Association of Employers and Industry (ETTK)
President: Mr. Tarmo Kriis
Address: Kiriku 6
10130 Tallinn
ESTONIA
Tel.: +372 6999 301
Web: www.ettk.ee
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